
 

 

 

 

 

Increasing Gas Prices 
 

 



Introduction 

There are several programs to assist with doing a mass increase of gas prices. The type of gas pricing 

that has been used in the cylinder master file will determine which programs need to be run. If a 

Customer Specific Gas Price was entered in the cylinder master file, then the program WI1GPU will 

be used to increase the gas prices. If Gas Price Levels as opposed to specific prices are used in the 

master file, then the Gas Price Percentage Update program will need to be used. It is found on the 

Cylinder Menu under Special Processing.  In most cases both of these methods have been used so 

both programs will need to be run. 

Here is an example of a price level: (Price Level: 1)         Here is an example of a special gas price: (Gas Price: $17.16) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To increase gas prices for Level Pricing, run the program on the Cylinder Menu > Special Processing > 

Gas Price Percentage Update. 

Below is the first screen of the program. The percentage increase for each type of cylinder pricing 

should be entered. This could also be used to decrease the gas pricing by using a negative 

percentage amount. 

Other options in the program 

are: 

 All location/one location 

 All cylinder types/one 

cylinder type/Selected 

Class/Category 
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 Increase 2, 3 or 4 digits 

Once the gas prices have increased, the list price and cost of the gas will also need to be increased to 

keep the profit margins correct. These fields are in the Inventory Master File for the gas record. 

Depending upon how the gas records are structured you can either adjust each one in the Inventory 

Master File or use the Cost Increase program on the Inventory menu. 

Another tool that can be used to help determine which customers need to have their gas prices 

reviewed is the Gas Price Expiration Report. It is located on the Cylinder Menu in Reports. If the gas 

price expiration dates have been entered in the Cylinder Master File, this report would show 

customers that are due to review their gas pricing. 

To increase the gas prices for cylinder records that use Specific Gas Prices, run the program WI1GPU. 

This should be run from the top of the menu, File > Run Program. This program does require 

exclusive use of the files. 

It has multiple options within the program to choose from: 

 All cylinder types/ Select Cylinder Types /One Class of Gas. 

If the Select Cylinder Types is selected, up to twenty cylinder types can be entered.  The One 

Class of Gas could be used if the inventory gas records were setup with specific classes for 

each type of cylinder. 

 Increase by percentage or dollar amount. It will prompt for the percentage or dollar amount. 

 All customers/Range of customers/One Customer/Selected Customers 

 All locations/One location 

 Prices rounded to 2, 3 or 4 digits 

 All Salesman/One Salesman/Selected Salesman 

 All or One Gas Location 

 Changing the Gas Expiration Date. If this is selected, the date will be entered. 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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